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Recently G. Anderson introduced an explicit Galois module A that is closely
related to the ideal class group of a cyclotomic field. We study A for a cyclotomic
field L of prime conductor. We prove that A has the same Tate cohomology
groups as the ideal class group of L and we show that the dual of A is a cyclic
Galois module. In addition, we determine the structure of the 2-part of A for
all L of conductor less than 10000.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let m be a positive integer and Q(‘m) the cyclotomic field of the m th
roots of unity. In a recent paper [1], Anderson introduced a Galois
module A attached to Q(‘m) which has the same order as the ideal class
group. This module is more computable than the ideal class group of
Q(‘m) and contains a lot of information about it, as we will show. In this
paper we restrict ourselves to cyclotomic fields of prime conductor l and
study the structure of the module A. Let L=Q(‘l), let G be its Galois
group over Q, and let Cl be its ideal class group.
We prove that the two Galois modules Cl and A have isomorphic Tate
cohomology groups (Theorem 1). Moreover, we show that the structure of
the unit group modulo cyclotomic units, the narrow class numbers of all
the real subfields of L and the structure of the groups of totally positive
units modulo squares, are all determined by A (Proposition 7 and
Corollary 2).
Let M # N be an exponent for A. Using the self-injectivity of the ring
Z[G]M, we show that the Galois module Adual=HomZ[G](A, Z[G]M)
is cyclic (Proposition 6). In other words Adual$(ZM[G])J for some
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ideal J. This description of Adual is very suitable for explicit computation.
In Section 4 we compute the 2-parts J2 of the ideals J for all primes
l<10000.
We only compute the 2-parts, because these are the most interesting
parts of Anderson’s modules . To see this we denote by Cl+ the ideal class
group of the real subfield L+ of L. Extension of fractional ideals induces
a map from Cl+ to Cl which is injective (see, for example, [10, Chap. 3,
Theorem 4.2]). We define Cl& to be the cokernel of this map. This can be
summarized in a short exact sequence,
0  Cl+  Cl  Cl&  0. (1)
In this way, the group Cl is split into a plus and a minus part with respect
to the action of complex conjugation. The order of these parts are given by
the classical class number formulas in the theory of cyclotomic fields. In
particular, the order of the plus part is equal to the index of the cyclotomic
units inside the units of L, while the order of the minus part is the index
of the Stickelberger ideal in the odd part of the Galois group ring. We thus
have two natural Galois modules having the same order as the plus and
the minus part of Cl.
We fix a prime p and consider the p-part of all these Galois modules.
When p is odd, the p-part of Cl is the direct sum of its plus and minus part.
A similar statement is true for Anderson’s module: its p-part is isomorphic
to the direct sum of the p-part of the group of units modulo cyclotomic
units and the p-part of the odd group ring modulo Stickelberger’s ideal.
When p=2, however, neither Cl nor A is the direct sum of its plus and
minus parts.
When p is odd, the p-part Jp of the ideal J annihilates the p-part of Cl.
This can be proved by splitting Cl into the direct sum of its plus and minus
part. One can prove that the minus part of the ideal J is the p-Stickelberger
ideal. Therefore it kills the p-part of Cl&. On the other hand J kills also the
p-part of Cl+; this can be proved (see Theorem 2.2 of [12]) using methods
developed by Thaine (see [19, 15.2]). When p=2, the 2-part is no longer
the direct sum of its odd and even parts and the same arguments only show
that 2J2 annihilates Cl. We conjecture that already J2 annihilates the 2-part
of Cl, but we are not able to prove this. In general, we expect that J is the
Z[G]M-Fitting ideal of Cl.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some
notions of algebra to be used later. Section 3 contains the definition and
the first properties of the module A. In Section 4 we give the results on the
cohomology and the structure of A. In this section we also explain how to
compute the ideals J2 . At the end of Section 4 we also present the result of
the computations.
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I thank Rene Schoof for illuminating conversations and for simplifying
some of the proofs.
2. SOME ALGEBRA
In this section we recall standard facts of algebra which are needed in
what follows. We fix a prime number p and a finite abelian group G. We
decompose G as
G=2_P,
where P is the p-Sylow subgroup of G and gcd(*2, p)=1. Let / : 2  Q *p
be a p-adic character with values in an algebraic closure of the p-adic
rationals. We say that two such characters are equivalent when they are
Gal(Q pQp)-conjugates. The ring Zp[2] is a direct sum of discrete valuation
rings
Zp[2]$
/
O/ ,
where / runs over the set of p-adic characters of 2 modulo equivalence,
and where the rings O/ are isomorphic to Zp[Im(/)]. Actually, each O/
is a Zp[2]-algebra via the rule $ } x=/($)x, for x # O/ and $ # 2. If A
is a Z[G]-module and / : 2  Q *p a p-adic character, we can define its
/-component A(/) as
A(/)=O/ Zp[2] (AZ Zp).
We obtain, thus, a decomposition
AZp $
/
A(/).
We observe that each A(/) is an O/[P]-module. This shows that in order
to study AZp , it is enough to study its / part for every character /.
We now consider the ring Z[G]. We can decompose Z[G]Zp into its
/-parts:
Z[G]Zp $
/
Z[G](/).
The ring Z[G](/) is simply O/[P]. It is a flat Zp[G]-module.
We now consider Tate cohomology groups for Z[G]-modules. Let A be
a Z[G]-module. Observe that for every q # Z, the group H q(P, A) is a
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p-group, with a natural action of 2. We want to show that taking /-parts
commutes with Tate cohomology groups.
Lemma 1. Let P be a finite p-group and let A be a Z[P]-module.
Then the canonical map A  AZp induces isomorphisms H q(P, A)$
H q(P, AZp) for all q # Z.
Proof. Let K be the kernel of the natural map A  AZp . We have an
exact sequence
0  K  A  AZp  (AZp)A  0. (2)
We cut it in two pieces:
0  K  A  AK  0
and
0  AK  AZp  (AZp)A  0.
Let pk be the order of P. Since Zp is a flat Z-module (because it is torsion
free) the composed maps ApkA  (AK)pk  (AZp)pk and A[ pk] 
(AK)[ pk]  (AZp)[ pk] between the kernels of the multiplication by pk
maps are isomorphisms. Since Apk  (AK)pk is trivially surjective and
(AK)[ pk]  (AZp)[ pk] is trivially injective, the four maps
A[ pk]  (AK)[ pk], (AK)[ pk]  (AZp)[ pk],
ApkA  (AK)pk, (AK)pk  (AZp)pk
are all isomorphisms. We now apply the snake lemma to the commutative
diagrams with exact rows
pk pk pk
0 ww K ww A ww AK ww 0
0 ww K ww A ww AK ww 0
and
0 ww AK ww AZp ww (AZp)A ww 0
pk pk p k
0 ww AK ww AZp ww (AZp)A ww 0.
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We get that multiplication by pk is an automorphism of the modules K and
(AZp)A. Since multiplication by pk annihilates the Tate P-cohomology
groups, we see that H q(P, K) and H q(P, (AZp)A) are trivial, for all
q # Z.
From the exact sequence (2) and the cohomological triviality of the first
and last term, we obtain the isomorphism H q(P, A)$H q(P, AZp) for all
q # Z as required.
Proposition 1. Let p be a prime number, and let G$2_P be a finite
abelian group with P the p-Sylow subgroup of G, and 2 a group of order
prime to p. Let A be a Z[G]-module and / : 2  Q *p be a p-adic character.
Then, for all q # Z, there exist canonical isomorphisms
H q(P, A)(/)$H q(P, A(/)).
Proof. Tensoring A with Zp and using Lemma 1, we can suppose that
A is a Zp[G]-module. The proof is now the same as the one in [16].
We repeat it here. Consider the canonical P-morphism A  A(/) and the
induced map on the Tate cohomology groups
H q(P, A)(/)/H q(P, A)  H q(P, A(/)).
Taking sums over nonequivalent characters / on both sides, we obtain an
isomorphism. Therefore each of the maps H q(P, A)(/)  H q(P, A(/)) is an
isomorphism.
Let M be a power of p. The finite local ring R=O/[P]M is a zero
dimensional Gorenstein ring [5, 9, Appendix of 11]. This means that the
group HomZ (R, QZ) is a free R-module of rank one. From the natural
isomorphism
HomR(N, HomZ (R, QZ))$HomZ (N, QZ)
it follows that for any R-module N, we get an isomorphism
Ndual$HomR(N, R)$HomZ (N, QZ).
This implies that the contravariant functor HomR(, R) is exact. Hence, R
is injective as a module over itself (see also [4]).
If R is a commutative ring and I is an ideal, then applying the functor
HomR(, R) to the natural exact sequence
0  I  R  RI  0
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we get
HomR(RI, R)$AnnR(I ), (3)
where AnnR(I ) is the annihilator of the R-module I.
If R is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein ring, then HomR(, R) is a dual-
izing functor on the category of finitely generated R-modules (see [5,
Proposition 21.2]). Since R is injective as a module over itself, then the map
R$HomR(R, R)  HomR(I, R) is surjective and we get HomR(I, R)$
RAnnR(I ). Therefore we obtain
AnnR(AnnR(I ))$HomR(RAnnR(I ), R)$HomR(HomR(I, R), R)$I.
Proposition 2. Suppose that R is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein ring.
Let I be an ideal of R. If HomR(RI, R) is cyclic as R-module, then it is
isomorphic to RI.
Proof. This follows from the chain of isomorphisms:
HomR(RI, R)$RAnnR(HomR(RI, R))$RAnnR(AnnR(I ))$RI.
If R is any commutative ring, M # R and A is a R-module, we denote by
A[M] the M-torsion elements of A.
Proposition 3. Let R be a commutative ring, M # R, and suppose that
RM is injective as a module over itself. Suppose we have a short exact
sequence of R-modules,
0  A  B  C  0,
where A is free of rank one and B has no nontrivial M-torsion. Then
(C[M])dual$HomR(C[M], RM) satisfies
(C[M])dual$(RM)[,(x) : , # HomR(B, RM), x # A].
Proof. We consider the following commutative diagram:
M M M
0 ww A ww B ww C ww 0
0 ww A ww B ww C ww 0
The two rows are exact; the vertical arrows are multiplication by M.
Applying the snake lemma, we get an exact sequence of RM-modules
B[M]  C[M]  AMA  BMB.
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From the hypothesis we know that B[M] is trivial. The contravariant
functor HomR(&RM) is exact on RM modules; if we apply it to the
above sequence, we get an exact sequence
HomR(BMB, RM)  HomR(AMA, RM)
 HomR(C[M], RM)  0.
By hypothesis, AMA$RM; hence the middle term in the above exact
sequence is isomorphic to RM. It is then easy to see that
HomR(C[M], RM)$(RM)[,(x) : , # HomR(B, RM), x # A],
as required.
3. DEFINITION AND FIRST PROPERTIES OF A
In this section we introduce Anderson’s module for cyclotomic fields of
prime conductor and prove its first properties. For the sake of complete-
ness we briefly recall Anderson’s construction [1] in this special case.
Let l be an odd prime number and let ‘l denote a primitive l th root of
unity. We fix an embedding \ of L=Q(‘l) into C by defining \(‘l)=e2?il.
Let G=Gal(LQ) and let O denote the ring of integers of L. For every
j # (Zl )*, let _j # G be the element such that ‘_jl =‘
j
l . The element _&1 is
complex conjugation. The real vector space RL is (l&1)-dimensional
and has a natural G-action:
_(ab)=a_(b), for all (ab) # RL.
Definition 1. Let 9 : RL  C[G] be the R-linear map given by
9(1x)= :
_ # G
\(_(x)) _&1.
The map 9 is an injective G-homomorphism. Its image is the set
{ :_ # G a__ # C[G] : _&1 :_ # G a__= :_ # G a__= .
There is also a G-equivariant map
Exp: RL  (RL)*.
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It is just the exponential map of Lie groups, given by
Exp(x)= :

n=0
xnn !.
The map 9 induces a G-isomorphism
W=ker(Exp)$2?i(1&_&1) Z[G] (4)
We denote by Ol* the group of l-units in L and by log Ol* the inverse image
of (1Ol*) under the exponential map. There is an exact sequence,
0  W  log Ol* ww
Exp Ol*  0.
We define
’=& :

n=1
(1‘nl )n # RL.
The element ’ satisfies Exp(’)=1 (1&‘l), so that ’ # log Ol*. We have
9(’)= :
j # (Zl )*
(log |1&‘ jl |+i?(&12+ jl )) _
&1
j . (5)
Let Cycl be the multiplicative subgroup of L* of cyclotomic numbers
Cycl=Z[G](1&‘l)
and define the subgroup of cyclotomic units of L as
Cyc=O* & Cyc l .
There is an exact sequence
0  W & Z[G]’  Z[G]’ wwExp Cycl  0.
Definition 2. We define Anderson’s module A by the exact sequence
0  Z[G]’  log Ol*  A  0. (6)
We denote by 3 the Stickelberger element
3= :
j # (Zl )*
(&12+ jl ) _&1j .
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Proposition 4. There is an exact sequence
0  (1&_&1) Z[G]((3) & (1&_&1) Z[G])  A  O*Cyc  0.
Proof. We have the following diagram with exact rows:
0 ww (W & Z[G]’) ww Z[G]’ wwExp Cyc l ww 0
0 W log Ol* ww
Exp Ol* ww 0.
The snake lemma gives an exact sequence
0  W(W & Z[G]’)  A  Ol* Cycl  0.
We now compute the left and right terms. Since 1&‘l generates the unique
prime of L over l, the natural map O*Cyc  Ol* Cyc l is an isomorphism.
We now determine W & Z[G]’. Let ’: # W & Z[G]’, with : # Z[G].
From Exp(’:)=1 # Ol*, we have 1=|Exp(’:)|=|(1&‘l):|. Since the
multiplicative subgroup |Z[G](1&‘l)| of R* is a rank one free module
over Z[G[1, _&1]], we get that : # (1&_&1) Z[G]; therefore W & Z[G]’
=W & (1&_&1) Z[G]’. Using (5) we compute 9((1&_&1)’); we obtain
2?i3. Thus, using (4), we find
W(W & Z[G]’)$(1&_&1) Z[G]((3) & (1&_&1) Z[G]).
This completes the proof.
Corollary 1. The module A is finite. Let p be a prime number and /
a p-adic character of the prime to p-part of G. Then
*A(/)=*Cl(/).
Proof. From the previous proposition it is clear that A is finite. Moreover,
we have
*A(/)=*((1&_&1) Z[G]((3) & (1&_&1) Z[G])(/))*((O*Cyc)(/)).
The result follows now using the class number formulas for the /-parts,
proved by Mazur and Wiles, Kolyvagin, and Rubin [13, 14] in the case
p |3 (*G), Solomon [18] for odd p and p | (*G), and Greither [8] when
p=2.
Proposition 5. Both log Ol* and Z[G]’ are lattices in the real vector
space RL. Moreover, Z[G]’ is free of rank one over Z[G].
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Proof. By Dirichlet’s unit theorem (or rather its proof), log Ol* has
rank l&1 and (RL)log Ol* is compact. Therefore log Ol* is a lattice. By
Corollary 1, Z[G]’ is of finite index in log Ol*, so it is a lattice as well.
Since it has one Z[G]-generator, it is actually a free Z[G]-module of rank
one.
4. THE STRUCTURE OF A
In this section we study the structure of A as a Galois module. Let M
be an integer killing A. In this way A can be viewed as a Z[G]M-
module, and the ring Z[G]M is injective as a module over itself. We show
that the dual HomZ[G](A, Z[G]M) of A is a cyclic Z[G]-module.
Proposition 6. There is an isomorphism of Z[G]-modules
Adual$HomZ[G](A, Z[G]M)$(Z[G]M)J,
where J is the ideal
J=[ .(’) : , # HomZ[G](log Ol*, Z[G]M)].
Proof. We apply Proposition 3 with R=Z[G], A=Z[G]’, B=
log Ol*, and M as above.
We now study the Galois cohomology of the module A. Let p be a
prime number, let P be the p-Sylow subgroup of G, and let Q be any
nontrivial subgroup of P ; we are interested in the Tate cohomology groups
H i (Q, A). The group Q is a finite cyclic p-group. Therefore the cohomology
is periodic, with period 2.
Theorem 1. Let / be a p-adic character of the prime to p-part of G, and
Q a subgroup of P. Then, for every i # Z,
H i (Q, Cl(/))$H i (Q, A(/)).
Proof. If / is the trivial character, then Cl(/) is trivial (see, for example,
Corollary 2 of [3]). By Corollary 1, the module A(/) is trivial too, so our
theorem is verified. We assume that / is not the trivial character. Let U be
the group of unit ideles of L, let O* be the group of units of L, and let C
be the group of idele classes of L. The group O* embeds diagonally in U,
and we have an exact sequence
0  UO*  C  Cl  0.
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Global class field theory gives us an isomorphism
H i (Q, C)$H i&2(Q, Z) \i # Z.
Since / is not trivial, Proposition 1 implies that the group H i (Q, C)(/) is
trivial; thus for every integer i we get
H i (Q, Cl)(/)$H i+1(Q, UO*)(/).
We identify (RL)* with the infinite part of U and consider the
projection of UO* to its infinite component. We get an exact sequence,
0  Ufin  UO*  (RL)*(1O*)  0.
The kernel Ufin is the finite component of U. Since there is a unique finite
prime of L which is ramified over Q, and / is not trivial, the group
H j (Q, U fin)(/) is trivial for all j # Z. Thus, we get
H i (Q, UO*)(/)$H i (Q, (RL)*(1O*))(/) \i # Z.
Let Ol* be the l-units of L. In L there is a unique prime ideal above l.
Therefore, Ol* O*$Z has trivial /-part.
From the exact sequence
0  Ol* O*  (RL)*(1O*)  (RL)*(1Ol*)  0
we get
H i (Q, (RL)*(1O*))(/)$H i (Q, (RL)*(1Ol*))(/).
Thus, for every integer i we have
H i (Q, Cl)(/)$H i+1(Q, (RL)*(1Ol*))(/).
Now consider the short exact sequence (6):
0  Z[G]’  log Ol*  A  0.
The module Z[G]’ is cohomologically trivial by Proposition 5; therefore
H i (Q, A)$H i (Q, log Ol*).
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From the short exact sequence
0  log Ol*  RL w
Exp
(RL)*(1Ol*)  0
and the cohomological triviality of RL$R[G], we get
H i (Q, (RL)*(1Ol*))$H i+1(Q, log Ol*).
Putting everything together,
H i (Q, A(/))$H i (Q, A)(/)$H i (Q, log Ol*)(/)
$H i&1(Q, (RL)*(1Ol*))(/)
$H i&2(Q, Cl)(/)$H i&2(Q, Cl(/))$H i (Q, Cl(/)).
The first and penultimate isomorphisms hold because of Proposition 1; the
last one comes from the periodicity of Tate cohomology. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
Let p=2. For any subgroup Q of P we let F=LQ denote the fixed field.
Let O*F denote the unit group of F and let CycF=Cyc & O*F . If Q{[1], so
that F is a real field, we let O*F, + denote the subgroup of totally positive
units.
Proposition 7. Let p=2, let Q be a nontrivial subgroup of P and let
NQ={ # Q { denote the Q-norm map. We have the following isomorphisms
of Z[G]-modules
(i) NQA$NQO*Cyc2F ,
(ii) AQ$O*F, + Cyc2F ,
(iii) H 0(Q, A)$O*F, + NQO*.
Proof. We have the commutative diagram
0 ww NQ log Ol* ww (log Ol*)Q ww H 0(Q, log Ol*) ww 0
0 NQA A
Q H 0(Q, A) 0
Since Z[G]’ is free over Z[G], the rightmost morphism is an isomorpism
and the one in the middle is a surjection. An application of the snake
lemma gives us the following two (vertical) exact sequences
0  NQZ[G]’  NQ log Ol*  NQ A  0 (7)
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and
0  (Z[G]’)Q  (log Ol*)Q  AQ  0. (8)
Let Cycl, F=Cycl & F* and O*l, F, + be the totally positive l-units of F. The
G-morphism Exp: log Ol*  Ol* induces isomorphisms NQ log Ol* $NQOl*,
NQ Z[G]’$Cyc2l, F and (log Ol*)Q$O*l, F, + . Since the module Z[G]’ is
cohomologically trivial, we have NQZ[G]’=(Z[G]’)Q. Now (7) and (8)
give us respectively
NQA$NQOl* Cyc2l, F
and
AQ$O*l, F, + Cyc2l, F .
We show that O*l, F, + Cyc2l, F $O*F, + Cyc
2
F . For this consider the short
exact sequence
0  O*F, + Cyc2F  O*l, F, + Cyc
2
l, F  O*l, F, + (O*F, +Cyc
2
l, F)  0. (9)
We have to prove that the right term is trivial. Since F has prime conduc-
tor l, we have O*l, F $O*FCycl, F . This implies that the right term of (9) is
killed by 2. For all _ # G, we have (O*l, F, +)1&_/O*F, + . This implies that
the action of the Galois group is trivial on O*l, F, +(O*F, +Cyc2l, F). There-
fore, this module is isomorphic to its /0-part, where /0 is the trivial 2-adic
character of the prime to 2-part of G. We observe, as in the beginning of
the proof of Theorem 1, that Cl(/0) is trivial, so that the /0 -part of the
2-narrow class group of F is also trivial. Therefore we have O*l, F (/0)=
Cycl, F (/0), O*F, +(/0)=(O*F)2 (/0)=Cyc2F (/0), and O*l, F, +(/0)$Cyc2l, F (/0).
This proves (i). To get (ii), we consider the short exact sequence
0  NQO*Cyc2F  NQ Ol* Cyc
2
l, F  NQOl* ((NQO*) Cyc
2
l, F)  0.
Since NQOl*=NQ(O* Cycl)=(NQO*) Cyc2l, F , the last term of the above
sequence is trivial. This gives us (ii). Assertion (iii) is an immediate
consequence of (i) and (ii).
Observe that O*F, + Cyc2F has the same order as the narrow ideal class
group of F. By assertion (ii), this order is determined by the structure
of A.
Corollary 2. There is an isomorphism A1+_&1$O*Cyc.
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Proof. We apply (i) of the previous proposition, with Q=[1, _&1]. In
this case, NQO*$(O*L+)2 and
A1+_&1$(O*L+)2Cyc2L+ $O*Cyc.
4.1. Computation of A(/)
From now on we fix p=2. Let / be a 2-adic character of the prime to
2-part of G. We denote by R the ring Z[G](/)$O/[P]. In order to
compute the R-module A(/), it is enough to find the /-part J(/) of the
ideal J defined in Proposition 6. We suppose that / is not the trivial
character. We denote by M a sufficiently large power of 2; it is enough to
take M equal to the exponent of A(/). By abuse of notation we denote the
image of ’ under the natural map log Ol*  log Ol*(/) also by ’. We need
the following variation of Proposition 6.
Proposition 8. There is an isomorphism of R-modules
A(/)dual=HomR(A(/), RM)$(RM)J(/),
where J(/) is the ideal
J(/)=[,(’) : , # HomR(log Ol*(/), RM)].
Proof. We apply Proposition 3 with A=R’ and B=log Ol*(/).
To compute J(/), we need to know more about the group O*. Let S=
R(1&_&1).
Proposition 9. We have
HomS((O*Cyc)(/), SM)$(SM)J+(/),
where J+(/) is the ideal
J+(/)$[,(x) : , # HomS(O*(/), SM), x # Cyc(/)].
Proof. This is just another application of Proposition 3 to the ring S,
with A=Cyc(/) and B=O*(/).
Fix an embedding \ : L+  R. We define the G-equivariant map
Sign: O*L+  (1+_&1) Z[G]2 as
Sign(=)= :
_ # G
sign(\(=_)) _&1,
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where sign: R*  Z2 is zero on positive numbers and one on negative
ones. Since L has prime conductor, we have Ol* $Z_+l_O*L+ , where +l
is the group of the l th roots of unity. Since / is not trivial, we have that
O*L+(/)$Ol*(/); therefore the map ‘‘Sign’’ extends to an element of
HomR(Ol*(/), R2). We identify 1Ol* with Ol*. We continue to denote
by J+(/)/R any lift to R of the S-ideal J+(/) and by ‘‘sign’’ the
map (sign b \). The next proposition can be employed to compute the
ideal J(/).
Proposition 10. The ideal J(/) defined in Proposition 8 is given by
J(/)=\(1+_&1) J+(/), Sign(Exp(’))+32 + ,
where 3 is the image in RM of the Stickelberger element and Sign denotes,
by abuse of notation, any lift Ol*(/)  RM of the map Sign defined before.
Proof. We have to prove that there exists a lift of the map ‘‘Sign’’ with
the stated property. Observe that any other lift gives the same ideal J(/),
because the difference of any two lifts is inside 2 HomR(Ol*(/), RM). We
have the following commutative diagram with exact rows
0 ww (1&_&1) O/[P] ww (log Ol*)(/) Ol*(/) 0
0 3O/[P] O/[P]’ Cycl (/) ww 0
Since / is not the trivial character, all these modules are O/-free. Therefore,
the rows remain exact when we tensor with RM. Since RM is a zero-
dimensional Gorenstein ring, the resulting sequences remain exact when we
apply the functor HomR(&, RM) to them. This gives the commutative
diagram
HomR(log Ol*(/), RM) ww HomR((1&_&1) R, RM) ww 0
HomR(R’, RM) HomR(3R, RM) 0
The module HomR((1&_&1)R, RM) is cyclic, generated by the homo-
morphism sending an element in (1&_&1)R to its projection in RM. The
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same is true of HomR(3R, RM), which is generated by the homomorphism
sending 3 to its projection in RM. The kernel of the map on the top row
is HomR(Ol*(/), RM). It then follows that the ideal J(/) is generated
by (1+_&1) J +(/) and :(’), where : # HomR(log Ol*(/), RM) is any
homomorphism mapping to the generator of HomR((1&_&1)R, RM)
described above. By the commutativity of the above diagram, we obtain
(1&_&1) :(’)=3. On the other hand, (1+_&1): kills (1&_&1)R. There-
fore (1+_&1): factors through the exponential map, giving thus a map
; : Ol*(/)  RM. We claim that ; lifts the map ‘‘Sign.’’ To see this, let
= # Ol*(/). We lift = to =~ # log Ol* such that
9(=~ )= :
_ # G
(log |_(=)|+?i sign(_(=))) _&1.
We have
9(_&1(=~ ))= :
_ # G
(log |_(=)|&?i sign(_(=))) _&1
so that
9((1&_&1) =~ )=2?i :
_ # G
sign(_(=)) _&1.
Therefore inside R2 we have the following chain of equalities:
;(=)=(1+_&1) :(=~ )=(1&_&1) :(=~ )= :
_ # G
sign(_(=)) _&1.
This shows that ; lifts the map ‘‘Sign.’’ Since
:=
(1+_&1) :+(1&_&1):
2
,
we have
:(’)=
;(Exp(’))+3
2
and the result follows.
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The next proposition gives the structure of the dual group of A[1, _&1](/).
We set S=R(1&_&1) and write F for L+. As in the proof of Proposition 7,
we denote by O*F, + the group of totally positive units of F.
Proposition 11. Let N be the exponent of (O*Cyc)(/) and ! a
generator of CycF (/). Then, the integer 2N kills A[1, _&1](/) and we have
(A[1, _&1](/))dual$HomS(A[1, _&1](/), S2N)$(S2N)AnnS2N(I),
where I is the ideal of S defined by
I=[. # S : !. # (O*F, +(/))N].
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence
0  O*F, +Cyc2F  O*F Cyc
2
F  O*F O*F, +  0. (10)
We have O*F (/)2N/CycF (/)2; therefore 2N kills the /-part of (10).
Since, by Proposition 7, we have A[1, _&1]$O*F, + Cyc2F , we only need to
compute HomS(O*F, + Cyc2F , S2N). To do that, we apply the contravariant
exact functor HomS(&, S2N) to (10) and get the exact sequence
0 w HomS(O*FO*F, + , S2N) w
*
HomS(O*FCyc2F , S2N)
w HomS(O*F, +Cyc2F , S2N) w 0.
We first determine the central term. Applying Proposition 3 to the ring S,
with A=Cyc2F(/), B=O*F (/), and M=2N, we find
HomS(O*FCyc2F , S2N)$(S2N)(2J
+(/)). (12)
A generator of HomS(O*F Cyc2F , S2N) (see the proof of Proposition 3) is
given by the map 8 defined uniquely by
x2N=!28(x) \x # O*F (/).
We now determine * HomS(O*F O*F, + , S2N). Let # # S. We have I=
8(O*F, +(/)); therefore #8 kills O*F, + if and only if #I/2NS. This means
that
* HomS(O*FO*F, + , S2N)$AnnS2N(I). (13)
From (11), (12), and (13), we get
HomS(O*F, + Cyc2F , S2N)$(S2N)(2J
+(/), AnnS2N(I)).
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The ideal J+(/) kills (O*FCycF)(/); therefore we obtain the inclusion
2J+(/)/AnnS2N(I). The proof is now complete.
In several cases we can prove that A[1, _&1](/)=A(/). This can be done
using the next proposition. We need some notation. Let { be a generator
of P. Let 2e be the order of P and j a natural number smaller than e. Let
Qj be the subgroup, generated by {2
j
, of P of order 2e& j.
Proposition 12. Let the notations be as above. Suppose that AQj (/)$
AQj+1(/). Then AQj (/)$A(/).
Proof. For every 0ie, we have the short exact sequence
0  AQi (/)  A(/) ww1&{
2
i
(1&{2 i) A(/)  0. (14)
From the hypothesis, we get
(1&{2 j ) A(/)$(1&{2 j+1) A(/). (15)
The ring O/[P] is local, with maximal ideal (2, 1&{). Nakayama’s lemma
applied to (15) gives us that (1&{2 j ) A(/) is trivial. It then follows that {2 j
fixes A(/). This concludes the proof.
Corollary 3. Suppose that *A(/)(*(O/2))e. Then A[1, _&1](/)
=A(/).
Proof. Consider the tower of Galois modules
AQ0(/)AQ1(/) } } } AQe&1(/)A(/).
If AQ0(/) is trivial then A(/) is trivial too (use (14) with i=0 and
Nakayama’s lemma). Since *A(/)(*(O/2))e, not all inclusions are
strict. Therefore Proposition 12 implies the result.
4.2. Tables
In this section we describe the duals A(/)dual=HomR(A(/), RM) of
Anderson’s module A(/) for all conductors l<10000. If *Cl+(/)=h+/ =1,
we have that both A(/) and A(/)dual are isomorphic to (1&_&1)R3 (see
Propositions 4 and 2). We do not list these cases, since it is trivial to
compute them. It appears that h+/ >1 only for characters / of order 3, 5,
or 7. By Proposition 8 it suffices to compute the ideal J(/), which, by
Proposition 10, is given by
J(/)=\(1+_&1) J+(/), Sign(Exp(’))+32 + .
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Computing the Stickelberger elements 3 is easy and the ideals J+(/) are
computed in [17]. These two quantities already determine the order of
A(/). In fact, if h&/ =*Cl
&(/), one uses the formulas h+/ =*(O*Cyc)(/)
(see [8, Theorem 4.14]), and h&/ =*(O/
1
2 B1, /) (see [8, Theorem A]).
We describe three methods to compute the ideal J(/). The first method can
be applied when (O*Cyc)(/) is cohomologically trivial and the second
applies when (O*Cyc)(/)$O/2. Both methods provide a lift of the map
‘‘Sign.’’ The third method applies when *A(/) is small.
In the case (O*Cyc)(/) is cohomologically trivial, we have that O*(/)
is cohomologically trivial as well. This implies that O*(/) is a projective
S=R(1&_&1)-module (see [2, Theorem 8, p. 113]). Since S is a
Noetherian local ring, O*(/) is also free and O*(/)$S. The S-module
Cyc(/) is cyclic. Therefore we have
(O*Cyc)(/)=S(.)
for some . in S. Applying Proposition 2, we find that (.)=J+(/). Since
(O*Cyc)(/) has finite order, the principal ideal (.) contains a 2-power 2a.
Let  # S such that .=2a. If ! is a generator of Cyc(/), we can take
==(!)12a as a generator of O*(/). We compute real approximations
of an element of O* in the class of = and we find the signs of =. To get
the map ‘‘Sign’’ we are looking for, we simply take any lift of the map
Sign: O*(/)  R2.
Suppose now that (O*Cyc)(/)$O/2. Let K$ be the real subfield of
Lker / and let K be the maximal subfield of K$ having odd degree over Q.
Let ! # K$ be a generator of CycK$(/) and = # O*(/) be (N!)12, where N is
the norm map from K$ to K. The module O*(/) is generated by ! and =,
subject to the relation N!==2. We compute real approximations of !
and =, and from that we get the map Sign: O*(/)  R2. We define Sign(=)
to be an arbitrary lift of the map ‘‘Sign,’’ and define Sign(!) in such a way
that N(Sign(!))=2 Sign(=).
The third method to compute J(/) is based on Proposition 11. This
proposition describes the group of _&1 -invariants A[1, _&1](/) of A(/). If
A[1, _&1](/) happens to be equal to A(/), this suffices to determine A(/).
By Corollary 3 this happens when *A(/) divides *(O/(l&1)).
These methods cover many cases. For example, when l#3 (mod 4), the
module (O*Cyc)(/) is always cohomologically trivial. In the range of our
computations there is only the case l=4297 in which none of these three
methods can be applied directly. In this case, we have lifted the map ‘‘Sign’’
in an ad hoc manner. We discuss it as an example.
Let l=4297, ‘l=e2?il and denote by _ the generator of G such that
‘_l =‘
5
l . Consider the fields
Q/K0 /K1 /K2 /K3 /L,
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where Ki is the field of conductor l and degree 3 } 2i over Q. Let / be the
2-adic character of conductor l and order 3. We have K3=Lker /. Let
N= :
(l&1)24&1
j=0
_ j
be the norm map from L to K3 . Multiplication by the element
#=N(2&_8&_16)(1&_)
gives a projection of Z[G]Z2 onto its /-part (the factor (1&_) which
is a Z[G](/)-unit is useful in order to have Exp(’)# # O*). Observe that
_16+_8+1=0 in R=Z[G](/). We compute
3#=(6_11+_10&3_9&_8+3_7&4_6&6_5
+13_4&3_3&5_2&3_+14)(1&_12).
Let !=Exp(’)#=(1&‘l)# # K2 . It generates Cyc(/).
From the table in [17], we have
J+(/)=(8, 2(_3&1)&4_4, _6&1).
Using 3 and J+(/), we can verify that the two modules (Ol* Cycl)(/)
and (1&_&1)R((3) & (1&_&1)R) have respectively exponents 8 and 2.
By Proposition 4 we know that A(/) has then exponent at most 16;
therefore we can take M=16. We now determine (O*K2 CycK2)(/). Since
_6&1 # J +(/) then SJ+(/)=HomS((O*K2 Cyc)(/), SM) is Gal(K2K1)-
invariant. Therefore (O*K2 Cyc)(/) is Gal(K2 K1)-invariant, as well. Taking
Gal(K2 K1)-invariants in the short exact sequence
0  CycK2(/)  O*K2(/)  (O*K2 CycK2)(/)  0
and observing that H1(Gal(K2 K1), CycK2(/)) is trivial, we obtain
(O*K2 CycK2)(/)
Gal(K2 K1)$(O*K1 CycK1)(/).
The module SJ +(/) has trivial Tate Gal(K1 K0)-cohomology groups. This
implies that (O*K1CycK1)(/) is a cyclic R(_
6&1)-module. Thus we have
(using Proposition 2)
(O*K2 CycK2)(/)$(O*K1 CycK1)(/)$R(8, _
6&1, 2(_3&1)&4_4).
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Since
(2(_3&1)&4_4)(1+_3+2_4)=8 # R(_6&1),
the unit !(1+_ 6)(1+_ 3+2_ 4) is the eighth power of a unit = # K1 . Using real
approximations of the conjugates of !(1+_6)(1+_ 3+2_ 4), we compute its
minimal polynomial:
q(x)=x6&38963304363237439527373244226276x5
+723617106040661546966260160469847469323679168778686x4
&876448767195771334676502909317500940349229400630310679150188886x3
+602536782618107216176301116435087509299726683575533x2
&22494210424929399615377944700730x+1.
To find the minimal polynomial of =, we factor q(x8). We get the polynomial
p(x)=x6&8600x5&2556700x4&73676382x3+2509463x2&8600x+1.
The Galois module O*(/) is generated by ! and =, subject to the relation
!1+_ 6==2(_ 3&1)&4_4.
Moreover, _12=1 on O*(/). We compute real approximations of ! and =,
thus finding their signs and the signs of all the conjugates. In order to
apply Proposition 10, we need to find a map ‘‘Sign’’ such that
Sign(=)#(_2+_4+_8+_10)(1+_12) (mod 2)
and
Sign(!)#(_+_2+_3+_4+_7+_8+_9+_10)(1+_12) (mod 2).
We verify that there is a homomorphism
Sign: O*(/)  (Z[G]M)(/)
defined by
Sign(=)=(_2+_4+_8+_10)(1+_12),
Sign(!)=(&2+_&3_2&_3&_4&2_6
+_7&3_8+_9&_10+2_11)(1+_12)
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TABLE I
l d h+/ h
&
/ J(/) A(/)
163 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
277 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
349 12 24 24 (4, T 2+2T+2‘) 4, 4
397 12 22 26 (4, T 2+2T‘+2) 4, 4
491 14 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
547 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
607 6 22 24 (8, T&2+4‘) 8
709 12 24 24 (4, T 2+2T‘+2‘2) 4, 4
827 14 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
853 12 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
937 24 24 22 (8, T&2+2‘) 8
941 20 24 28 (4, 2T, T 2+2+2‘) 2, 4
1009 48 22 22 (4, T ) 4
1399 6 22 24 (8, T&2) 8
1699 6 22 22 (4, T ) 4
1777 48 24 24 (8, 2T, T 2+4‘) 2, 8
1789 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
1879 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
1951 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
2131 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
2161 80 24 24 (4, T+2(‘+‘3)) 4
2311 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
2689 384 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
2797 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
2803 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
2927 14 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
3037 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
3271 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
3301 20 24 24 (4, T+2(‘+‘2)) 4
3517 12 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
3727 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
3931 10 28 24 (8, T+4+4‘) 8
4099 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
4219 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
4261 12 24 24 (2) 2, 2, 2, 2
4297 24 28 24 (16, 4T+8‘, T 2+T(8&2‘)+4) 4, 16
4327 14 23 23 (2) 2, 2
4357 12 24 24 (8, 2T+4‘, T 2) 2, 8
4561 48 24 24 (4, T 2+2T ) 4, 4
4567 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
4639 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
4789 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
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TABLE IContinued
l d h+/ h
&
/ J(/) A(/)
4801 192 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2) 2, 4
5197 12 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
5479 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
5531 14 23 23 (2) 2, 2
5659 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
5779 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
5953 192 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
6037 12 22 22 (4, T ) 4
6079 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
6163 6 22 26 (16, T+2+8‘) 16
6247 6 24 26 (16, 2T&4) 2, 16
6301 28 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
6553 24 22 22 (4, T ) 4
6637 12 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
6709 12 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
6833 112 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
7027 6 22 22 (4, T ) 4
7297 384 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
7489 192 26 22 (16, T+6&4‘) 16
7589 28 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
7639 6 22 24 (4, 2T ) 2, 4
7687 6 24 24 (4) 4, 4
7841 224 23 23 (4, T ) 4
224 23 23 (4, T+2‘) 4
7867 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
7879 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
8011 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
8191 6 22 24 (4, 2T ) 2, 4
8209 48 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
8629 12 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
8647 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
8731 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
8831 10 24 24 (4, T+2‘+2‘2) 4
8887 6 22 22 (2) 2, 2
9109 12 24 24 (8, 2T+4‘, T 2+4‘2) 2, 8
9283 6 22 22 (4, T ) 4
9319 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
9337 24 26 22 (16, T+4&2‘) 16
9391 6 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
9421 12 22 26 (4, T 2+2T‘+2) 4, 4
9601 384 24 22 (8, T+2‘) 8
9649 48 22 24 (4, 2T, T 2+2‘) 2, 4
9721 24 22 22 (4, T+2‘) 4
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which satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 10. We now compute
}=
Sign(!)+3#
2
=&2_23&_22+2_21&_20&_19+_18+3_17&7_16
+_15+_14+2_13&8_12+4_11&_9&2_8+2_7&3_6&3_5
+6_4&2_3&4_2&_+6.
We obtain
J(/)=(J+(/)(1+_12), }).
We now set
!=_8, $=_3.
In R the element $ is a generator of P so that $8=1 and ‘2+‘+1=0.
After some computation, we find
J(/)=(16, 4$+4+8‘, $2+$(8+2‘)+(&5&2‘)).
We now give our table. We explain the notations. The first column contains
the conductor l, the second is the integer d=[Lker / : Q]=ord(/)2e. The
third and fourth columns contain, respectively, h+/ and h
&
/ . We choose an
isomorphism,
R=O/[P]=O/[T]((1+T)2
e
&1),
obtained by mapping a generator of P to 1+T. The element ‘ # O/ is a
2-adic root of unity of order ord(/), belonging to the image of /. The fifth
column contains the R-ideal J(/). The last one gives the structure of A(/),
as an O/-module. Here we write n for O/n. As an abelian group we have
O/ 2k$(Z2k) f/
where f/=[Z2(/) : Z2] is the multiplicative order of 2 in (Zord(/))*.
The structures of A(/) and of A(/)dual are the same as O/-modules, but
in general they are different as R-modules. The module A(/)dual is always
cyclic over R, but we have A(/)$AnnRM J(/). If AnnRM J(/) is a principal
RM-ideal, then A(/) is cyclic over R. By Proposition 2 we have in this
case that A(/) and A(/)dual are isomorphic R-modules. But AnnRM J(/)
can fail to be a principal ideal. In this case A(/)$3 A(/)dual. In Table I this
happens only for l=7639, 8191, 9109.
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